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Part I. Envy of the working class
After ten years of work, the young contemporary artist sat down
to reflect upon the future. She had decided to spend her savings
on the construction ofa studio, in order to always have a place to
work and end once and for all with the clutter of moving around.
But now she realised that making a building, no matter how small,
wquld resemble making a sculpture too much. "I will have to hire
architects so that I can get some distance", she thought, while she
mentally went over synonyms of 'delegating' - like 'handing
over', 'subrogating', or 'commissioning'. Words with which she
felt comfortable, used as she was to fabricating sophisticated
conceptual frameworks. Doing so put some distance between
herself and her own work.
Even knowing that she would be inevitably reflected in the width
ofthe doors, in the height of the steps, and so forth, she still
fantasized about different ways of not taking part. She had several
ideas, until she decided that she would be at the service ofthe onsite architects, building the studio with her own hands. Ifher body
was not able to disappear, at least her will could. She would confine
herself to complying like a blue-collar worker. "Brick by brick,
I will get rid of all the weight of the decision-making", she told
herself. And she conceited to the idea with a perfect mix ofrelief
and shame.
Part 2. Joinery
She was ashamed to think that, by using her hands, she would
no longer have to use her mind, because she knew that the work
actually demanded great competence. And in order find out
whether she was qualified, she imagined a list of construction
materials and she ordered them accordingly to their qualities.
"A building is the harmony between the internal unity of its
connecting elements on one hand, and the insulating ones on the
other",

Until she discovered that some materials didn't fit because they
served more than one purpose. And then she remembered that
neither the joints nor the strongest materials were the best ones.
She thought ofa car's chassis crushing, and of the tempered glass
smashing to protect its occupants, and of the woodenjoineries,
and of how important the flexibility of the joints was. And then she
started to doubt all the junctures and all the insulation. She also
thought of the importance of the substances and the intermediate
states, ofthejoint fluids, of the grease on mechanical pieces; on

tolerant, porous and breathable materials; on the membranes, the
skin and the blood vessels; and she went on pondering until there
were only exceptions left.
Part 3. I am system
Then she put down her coffee, and looking at her hand she verified
that her Self remained intact despite her concerns. Like the
image sprouting from pixels, or the figures that exist in spite of
the changes in between the frames ofa movie, the ego emerged
against all odds. Whatever the juncture materials were, they were
presented as a closed system and a continuation of ' harmony
between internal unity ofits connecting elements on one hand, and
the insulating ones on the other". An unbreakable glue.
" In order to end with the biases, with the embarrassment of style,
with property or nationalisms, first the subject must be put to an
end", she sentenced. "Will the Net help to dissolve it, or will it, on
the contrary, foster and feed its myths? How to stop the machinery
that pushes towards Self-production, to the capitalization and
perpetual distribution of one's own time? How to stop working
when work is everything - what one knows how to do and what
one can instantly know? How to escape 'branding', the permanent
stamping? How to break the burden oflabor past, in a world that
primes profile consistency? When did I, so fiercely defending of
political emancipation, start wishing to withdraw and confine
myself to being your most humble and complying servant?
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